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Globally, the Architecture Engineering Construction (AEC) industry has seen a rise in the adop
tion of digital twin (DT) technologies due to their potential to enhance collaboration and infor
mation communication throughout the project lifecycle from the design to operation and
maintenance (O&M) phase. However, empirical evidence on such adoption is fragmented,
particularly for facility management (FM) activities during the O&M phase. Considering this gap,
an illustrative case study approach is performed to analyze and compare the traditional practices
of FM with DT-driven FM during the O&M phase using four geospatially representative cases. The
findings show that DT technologies enable efficient and responsive planning and control of FM
activities by providing real-time status of the building assets. However, barriers such as the
misalignment of the data integration and data standards hamper their future implementation. To
address this, a bottom-up conceptual framework is proposed to facilitate a wider implementation
of DT technologies and support FM during the O&M phase of buildings. As such, this paper’s
contribution is twofold: (1) it provides an aggregate landscape of DT application to manage fa
cilities during the O&M phase, and (2) it develops an evidence-induced conceptual framework for
stakeholders who are grappling with their FM decision-making processes.
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BIM
CAFM
CDE
CMMS
COBie
DT
FM
GPS
HTTP
ICT
IoT
LOD
ML
MR
O&M
O-DF
O-MI
PLIM
PLM
RF
SMS
SOA
WSN

Building Information Modelling
Computer-aided Facility Management
Common Data Environment
Computer Maintenance Management System
Construction-Operations Building information exchange
Digital Twin
Facility Management
Global Positioning System
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Information Communication Technology
Internet of Things
Level of Detail
Machine Learning
Mixed Reality
Operation and Maintenance
Open Data Format
Open Messaging Interface
Product Lifecycle Information Management
Product Lifecycle Management
Radio Frequency
Space Management System
Service-Oriented Architecture
Wireless Sensor Network

1. Introduction
In recent years, technological advances in software, frameworks, and application tools have drastically transformed how the AEC
sector manages its building assets throughout their lifecycle, particularly in automating FM activities to improve work efficiency
during the O&M phase. The O&M phase has received considerable attention compared to other phases over the years since it accounts
for circa 80% of the building whole lifecycle cost [1] and is considered as the longest - about 15–25 times more than the design and
construction phases [2]. In addition, as multiple stakeholders are involved in this phase, identifying the accurate facility space
location, managing the O&M records, and coordinating different formats of data obtained from various FM systems become even more
challenging [3]. Therefore, the conventional approach to FM relying on manual work can be subjected to many shortfalls, including a
significant number of errors, wasted time and cost, and data loss [4]. Those issues impose great challenges for FM managers to ensure
adequate building performance for the owners and occupants.
To address the problems associated with the traditional approach, the concept of Building Information Modelling (BIM) was
brought to the fore as it is viewed to be able to engender significant benefits in the O&M phase of building projects [5,6]. To name a few
[7], promoted the concept of the common data environment (CDE), whereby information of the assets is collaboratively maintained
utilizing a digital model to improve interoperability. A recent study by [8] showed that an integrated BIM approach can reduce the
time and cost of updating the databases of FM systems in the O&M phase compared to the conventional manual approach. Similarly
[9], demonstrated the capability of BIM to enhance data integration and the efficiency of the decision-making process among multiple
stakeholders. Given that BIM-based smart building asset management helped managers build and maintain a comfortable living
environment for users [10], further innovations are desired to reinforce the connection of BIM usabilities to FM demands.
A few studies have introduced innovative DT technologies as a game-changer for the BIM-FM connection. Through DT technol
ogies, physical assets could be easily mapped to the digitally integrated platform using inexpensive and smart sensors, Internet of
Things (IoT) equipment, machine learning (ML), artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain and big data analytics to analyze the condition
and real-time status of the assets [11,12]. The bi-directional dynamic information flow and the quality data exchange can be estab
lished between the physical and the digital assets using CDE [13]. The visualization component for DT relies on an information-rich 3D
model generated from the BIM process, and the real-time status of the building is obtained from various smart sensor networks [14].
During the O&T phase, DT can compensate for the shortcoming of BIM in whole-life cycle asset management by enabling dynamic
learning and update of the physical twin [15]. Indeed, the Centre for Digital Built Britain (CDBB) (2018) contends that DT goes beyond
a model of a physical asset as it integrates context, connectivity, and timely monitoring throughout the project lifecycle. Nevertheless,
since the emergence of the DT concept, real-world use cases using DT technologies for FM during the O&M phase have been sporadic
and ambiguous [16]. The questions of “to what extent have DT technologies been applied to FM in the O&M phase? And have the
purported benefits been realized?” remain unanswered.
To address these questions, this study performs an illustrative case studies approach to compare practical use cases of DT tech
nologies and synthesize the findings from these cases to propose a conceptual implementation framework, which could be used as a
catalyst for improving the efficiency of FM. The framework is considered a fundamental guide to help stakeholders make more
informed decisions for FM activities and generate more efficient outcomes from their assets. It is also the starting point to fill the
2
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knowledge gap concerning the practical adoption of DT technologies for the AEC industry.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the state-of-the-art methods, technologies, and theories of DT
applications in the AEC industry, including Industry 4.0 and FM, BIM-enabled FM and DT-enabled FM, followed by the illustrative case
study approach presented in Section 3. Section 4 provides the findings of the case study analysis and compares the application of DT
technologies among medical care facilities, school facilities, and warehouse facilities. In response to the empirical results, Section 5
develops a conceptual framework to guide the DT applications in future construction projects. Conclusions and future work are
summarized in Section 6.
2. Point of departure
2.1. Industry 4.0 and FM
According to the International Organisation for Standardisation [17]; p.1), FM is defined as “the organizational function which
integrates people, place and process within the built environment with the purpose of improving the quality of life of people and the
productivity of the core business”. Industry 4.0 has the potential to revolutionize the built environment and significantly contribute to
improving the quality of human lives and FM-related activities [18]. The FM industry can enhance the way of operating the assets in
the O&M phase and go digital with less manpower benefiting from its technologies like IoT, predictive analysis, ML, AI, Global
Positioning System (GPS), and big data analytics [19]. Since the late 90s, when facility managers encountered Information
Communication Technology (ICT) for the first time, various tools have been used for integrated FM that can share and exchange
various databases of the FM systems [20]. This technology allowed managers to accomplish more tasks and increase the performance
of FM systems (May and Williams, 2017). The connection of DT to the physical world via wireless sensor technology in a building can
be used to gather data relating to the built environment, such as indoor comfort management, carbon monoxide levels, energy
management, and space management. Generally, Industry 4.0 and the enabling technologies can benefit the FM manager and the
business organization in the following ways:
• Real-time data management and tracking can cut energy wastage by using the energy in particular places and reduce CO2 emission
[21].
• Through smart sensors, predictive maintenance is made easy in smart buildings to resolve issues in advance [22].
• Total cost is reduced on FM activities in terms of cost spent on energy consumption, streamlining the smart process in the business
organization, and reducing the wastage of resources [23].
• Data interoperability is enabled from different software databases and tools where FM professionals can easily simulate and predict
the behavior of FM systems and prevent failures in the O&M phase [24].
2.2. BIM-Enabled FM
The traditional approach to managing facilities deals with large amounts of information in various formats such as spreadsheets,
texts, databases, and paper-based O&M manuals [25]. Normally, data are handed over to asset owners in the form of boxes filled with
O&M manuals, which are unsorted, unstructured, and difficult to manage, hindering the daily O&M work [26]. To upgrade this
somewhat outdated way of information management, BIM has been identified as a key method in the AEC industry to transform the
traditional FM processes [27]. For instance [28,29], outlined BIM benefits in the areas of knowledge capture, early FM engagement,
supporting hard and soft services and strategic FM, and accessing real-time data. Specific to O&M work order management [30],
proposed computer maintenance management systems (CMMSs) to record information such as service requests and work orders for
convenient execution for FM professionals. Other intelligent tools alike have also been developed and used to enable facility managers
to better plan, execute and monitor FM activities such as computer-aided facility management (CAFM) systems and building auto
mation systems (BAS) [31,32]. Because of these benefits, BIM has been widely applied in the following specific FM realms: (1)
real-time visualization; (2) supporting decision making, communication, and progress monitoring; (3) energy performance manage
ment; (4) indoor environment monitoring; (5) indoor thermal comfort tracking; (6) space management; and (7) easing the tracking of
planning orders, space, activities, and labor [33].
Despite the benefits, limited studies investigated accurate decision-making, predictive maintenance, well-organized frameworks,
and integrated platforms to manage the information and O&M standards critical for the FM activities [34]. For example, an imple
mentation framework to match Asset Information Requirements (AIR), which lowers the value of Construction-Operations Building
information exchange (COBie) data generated during this phase, is unavailable in the literature. According to British Standards
Institution (BSI), the standards are still inadequate to address the core FM processes, data types, entities, and parameters mapping with
FM systems [35,36].
2.3. DT-Enabled FM
The term “Digital Twin” was first coined by the American space agency NASA in 2010 and then revolutionized the aerospace and
manufacturing sectors [37]. The concept originates from the fact that the engineers on the land can track the operations and real-time
status of the remote aircraft in the sky. NASA defined it as “an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation of a
vehicle or system that uses the best available physical models, sensor updates, fleet history, etc., to mirror the life of its flying twin.”
[37]. More recently [38], defines DT as “a realistic digital representation that combines data describing the physical assets, processes
and systems in a digital format”. Due to the benefits of reducing cost, increase in performance, productivity, efficiency, and readability,
its application was expanded to other sectors, including the AEC industry for the FM of buildings [39,40]. Compared to other
3
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industries, the AEC industry is characterized by fragmentation problems. Especially, FM lacks effective information management
frameworks and comprehensive research and innovation in this regard [41].
AEC professionals started using this concept to identify the behavior of the built assets during the O&M phase, which integrates
information such as previous and current behavior and different properties of the built assets to support the decision making and
optimization process [42]. For example, the CDBB has developed a ‘digital framework for infrastructure data’ as stated in [43] in the
United Kingdom (UK). In order for a DT framework to realize the static and dynamic bi-directional information flow between virtual
and physical entities, five main architecture layers are needed, i.e., data acquisition layer, transmission layer, as-built digital modeling
layer, data/model integration layer, and application/service layer [44]. A similar term to DT is the “Gemini principles,” which covers
public good, value creation, insight, security, openness, quality, federation, curation, and evolution [45]. These principles were
created by the Digital Framework Task Group as part of [46] for a city-level DT and can direct the FM industry to increase the per
formance of the assets using digitally connected data.
At present, DT technologies have their hotspots in real-time data collection and monitoring [33], decision making [21], and
predictive maintenance [47]. For instance [48], designed a building IoT service using sensors to track dynamic onsite conditions, with
which reminders can be sent to its inhabitants to allow immediate actions. To facilitate FM decision-making [21], proposed a BIM-IoT
DT model capable of visualizing sensor data and showing desired context values so that facility managers can adjust relevant FM
systems. Such informed decisions often rely on an accurate prediction function. Taking the MEP system as an example [49], proved
that detecting anomalies of pumps using Industry Foundation Classes-based DT can avoid system failures. Similarly [50], argued that
prediction through DT automates the scheduling of maintenance activities and ensures the healthy status of each piece of equipment.
In addition, both AI and ML techniques are used for enhanced predictive maintenance to instruct facility managers on when to act
under different conditions [47]. However, it is still unclear how DT has impacted FM activities of buildings on a full scale (e.g., the
overall costs and benefits) as these techniques currently concentrate on specific systems, such as the MEP system. Therefore, a timely
investigation, e.g., through a case study approach, is needed to unearth the landscape of DT technological applications and develop a
framework to support the adoption of DT for FM during the O&M phase.

Fig. 1. Case study approach used for this study.
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3. Methodology
To address the research questions, an illustrative case study approach (see Fig. 1) is adopted to understand the scenarios of DT
application in the FM of buildings during the O&M phase and dissect their individual and collective benefits and barriers for future
implementation. According to [51,52]; illustrative case studies serve primarily to make the unfamiliar familiar and to give readers a
common language about the topic in question. The same approach has been performed in construction-related studies of a similar
nature, such as [53–55]; and [56]. For instance [56], used four polar-type illustrative case studies to examine the workflows of
application of digital fabrication, BIM and early contractor involvement that improve design management in construction projects. It is
considered useful to help this study to demonstrate the empirical relevance of a theoretical proposition concerning the DT concept and
its adoption in the real world when relevant, and representative use cases are identified, compared and synthesized.
Three criteria are followed to curb the authors’ bias towards case selection [51]. According to [57]; the three criteria consider: (1)
availability of data; (2) choosing a case sample that is representative and illustrates the differences in case characteristics (e.g.,
location, building types and scale and FM functions); and (3) ensuring that there are useful variations on the dimensions of theoretical
interest. After searching, selecting, and cross-checking the relevant cases, four cases representing geographically different locations (e.
g., China, the UK, Germany, and Finland) and different states of DT adoption (e.g., BIM became a ‘must’ in the UK) have been identified
(as per criteria (2) and (3)), which appropriately followed the suggested three strategies [51]. In addition, as per criteria (2) and (3),
the cases encompass different project types, from a hospital, university campuses to an intelligent manufacturing warehouse.
Consistent with [57] on data availability, data on these four cases can be pragmatically collected (as per criteria (1)). It is noted that
these cases, though being representative and distinct in case characteristics, remain similar in their attempted outcome to contribute to
the improvement of FM performance during the O&M phase through DT applications. While many examples illustrate the use of a DT
concept [57], argue that truly representative cases are in every sense challenging to be identified. Nevertheless, the cases used in this
study are selected through the above criteria to examine the adoption of DT in the FM of buildings during the O&M phase [58]. In fact
[59,60], have applied similar criteria in their studies, which support the case selection in this paper.
Materials created by other researchers (i.e., secondary data) are increasingly available for reuse by the general research community
[61]. The four cases are also sourced from the secondary data for this study, including the norm literature and the grey literature. Grey
literature is defined as sources not formally published in books and journals but are found in technical reports, pre-prints, the media,
and the like [62]. According to [63]; it gains its prominence as a reliable data source due to its value in disseminating scientific,
technical, public, and practical information. Essentially, studies utilizing secondary data are prevalent and are as viable as those using
primary data [64]. As such, data derived from this source are robust in underpinning the case analysis, which consists of information
for (1) Case A - East Hospital Building in China; (2) Case B - West Cambridge Building in the UK; (2) Case C - Main Buildings of Aalto
University in Finland; and (4) Case D - Intelligent Warehouse Building in Germany. Details of these cases are presented in Section 4.
4. Analyses and comparison of cases
As shown in Table 1, to unveil how DT has been applied, analyses of the case studies mainly focus on the technological frameworks
of DT and the advantages and disadvantages (challenges) of the DT applications in each case in terms of real-time data collection,
decision-making, predictive maintenance, and cost reduction. Additionally, a cross-case comparison was conducted to show the
variances and consistencies of DT applications in the four cases (Section 4.4).
4.1. DT for medical care facility services
Case A was built to provide high-level medical care services and medical security for the public [65]. The medical health care
facility has complex systems such as gas systems, medical equipment systems, and sewage treatment systems that have to be well
managed. The DT of the complex systems mentioned in this case study provides various management guidelines to facility buildings
with similar functionalities.
4.1.1. DT technological framework of case A
As the hospital building should run 24 h every day, timely decisions need to be made in the event of an emergency. As such, DT was
proposed to solve the previous low operational productivity and maintenance efficiency issues.
In addition, there are a total of seven dynamic operations data that were integrated using different connection protocols (e.g.,
Table 1
The application of DT in the four cases.
Case
number

Case type

Case background

DT applications

Source

Case A

Medical care
facility
School facility

24 floors above the ground level and two basement floors accommodating 500 beds
with a total occupied area of 83,000 m2
The “Institute of Manufacturing (IfM)” building based in the West Cambridge
buildings, covering over 3,700 m2
24 blocks with three floors and a total area of 34,000 m2
An intelligent warehouse of a model car production system and other welding
machines, control cabinets, and movable robot components

• Technological
framework
• Real-time data
collection
• Decision-making
• Predictive
maintenance
• Cost Reduction

[65]

Case B
Case C
Case D

School facility
Manufacturing
system

5
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Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Application Programming Interface (API)) and processing networks (e.g., private cloud storage).
The high-density data collected from different sensors were used in subsystems of each dynamic operation. For example, mixed reality
(MR) for object mapping was used via MR application to cross-check if the data is consistent and accurate. Onsite object mapping was
conducted to cross-check if the equipment data are the same as those in the virtual model.
In terms of predictive maintenance, the service layer, a subsystem contained in the developed DT, supported the FM managers in
handling repair requests and maintaining the service schedule effectively. The working process of the service layer was divided into
repair initiation, task assignment, work order generation, maintenance processing, maintenance calendar, and maintenance plans. The
applications of the service layer can be seen at the backend for abnormal electricity usage detection, air handling unit (AHU) fault
prediction, low-quality maintenance checking, and frequent repair pattern recognition through the utilization of a diagnosis engine
and big data. In short, the electrical consumption is maintained by power systems, and the data are monitored by 230 smart meters by
using cluster algorithms. The DT system helped continuously monitor the electricity usage and detected fault electrical circuits below
threshold values from the normal condition of circuits. This effective framework also detects faults in AHUs, and it can detect over 10
faults through long- and short-term memory networks such as low airflow, clogged filters, undercooling, etc. According to the facility
manager, one innovation of this framework lies in using a lifecycle integration method that properly schedules activities through
different phases of the building lifecycle. This salient feature is consistent with the finding stated in [50].
4.1.2. Evaluation of case A
Over the adoption of DT in the FM systems of the hospital, a survey showed a 10% increment in management staff satisfaction
compared to the previous old building operation. Besides, 1% of overall energy consumption was saved every year, contributing to
sustainable development in the long term. Furthermore, the innovative life cycle integration method made the integration of data
throughout the lifecycle of the building easier.
Despite the advantages that have materialized, it should be noted that the data backup can only last for 3 months but requires large
amounts of hardware devices, generating financial risks, especially in this type of large-scale buildings. Although the facility managers
do not need to deal with the book manual with the support of DT, they still have to manually assign the workers to solve the detected
issue in the building. This creates an opportunity for DT to learn to make automatic control of the faulty equipment as currently, the
real-time alarm of the faulty equipment was sent to the control center and received by FM managers.
Another challenge revealed is the lack of standards in guiding the DT development. A possible solution can lead to the integration of
building automation, maintenance, and space management systems using DT application for building a unified system according to the
requirements of health care facilities.
4.2. DT for school facility services
Case B and Case C were selected as representatives of DT application in school facility services. These two school buildings have
advanced DT applications at the building and campus levels with abundant data availability. The generality of the DT set up in these
two school facilities could be easily adopted by other school campuses globally.
4.2.1. DT technological framework of case B
The technological framework for Case B mainly focused on as-is condition monitoring like temperature, humidity, motion
detection, light meter, door status (Open/Closed), carbon monoxide in the air, vibration count in the pumps, lathe machines, etc. In
addition, the future performance prediction of MEP equipment in the IfM building was considered. The data acquisition of the internal
and external building was done by the IoT-enabled wireless sensor network (WSN). Clusters of the Monnit wireless sensors were used to
collect the data within the range of 250–300 feet line of sight. The low-cost communication medium sensors over radio frequency (RF)
helped the DT capture the MEP equipment in the building. Using API and.NET software hosted on the server through sensor manager
software helped gather the data from the sensors. The collected data was stored in the cloud database using HTTP and generated a BIM
model based on DT’s information requirements. However, the extent of information, i.e., level of detail (LOD), which plays an
important role in understanding the BIM model generation used in the FM process, was not mentioned.
4.2.2. Evaluation of case B
Compared with Case A, Case B considers the application of DT on the existing buildings rather than a new building. The real-time
data sets captured through the DT system could ensure effective maintenance prediction of built assets within the building. The DT
demonstration of Case B can be further expanded to infrastructures such as the water, transport, and utility sectors. Another benefit
manifested is that real-time data sets ensured effective predictive maintenance of built assets within the building. There are also
challenges aligned with opportunities to be overcome in the future, including (1) integration of data from BMS, asset management
system (ASM), Space management system (SMS) and real-time sensor dataset; (2) generating BIM models based on the inappropriate
as-built drawings of the existing model; (3) developing a data acquisition system from a large scale of sensor network; (4) measuring
building performance and its impact on organizational productivity; and (5) combing the DT implementation with the Gemini prin
ciples mentioned above. Despite the advantages, the technological framework explains only the behavior of the pumps, excluding the
other types of equipment used in the building. Moreover, it fails to explain the different faults detected in the assets and their automatic
resolution method.
4.2.3. DT technological framework of case C
This case mainly concentrated on the information management of the building lifecycle using the DT concept [66]. It was
developed according to the system-based product lifecycle information management (PLIM) system throughout the building phases.
6
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An open standard web-API called ‘smart campus’ was used as a DT-PLIM system, which provided information regarding whole
building energy consumption, total occupancy, and comfort level by integrating BIM models and IoT smart sensors. The data format
used for exchange between different systems was Open Messaging Interface (O-MI) and Open Data Format (O-DF). Six iterative steps virtual representation, data processing, product simulation, virtual control, real-time, two-way and secure connection, and data
integration - were used to implement the effective functional DT for asset information management in this building.
In addition, the number of visitors and their paths inside the building were recorded for effective tracking of human behaviors. To
enhance the internal building environment, some of the unique sensors were used to capture the customers’ feedback to verify and
improve their experience within the building. The implementation of PLIM and DT can be more effective than using only DT appli
cations for buildings. In this case, PLIM refers to information of the individual product management throughout the lifecycle for better
connection of information systems inside the smart building.
4.2.4. Evaluation of case C
There are positive impacts resulting from the combination of PLIM and DT in this university building. Based on the case analysis,
dynamic behaviors can be simulated and predicted, which could support the system optimization of multiple products in a real-time
environment. Moreover, the O-MI-enabled actuators, which were part of the predictive maintenance system of the asset, were able to
write and call requests of the issues unattended. Such advantages of applying the compound framework were reflected by a 50%
efficiency improvement in the maintenance and operational stage.
However, in comparison to the higher level of information security in the PLIM system, FM managers raised concerns about the
security of the DT as it was hosted on a less secured O-MI web server. On the other hand, the standards and interoperability procedures
were not well established in this DT application due to the complex structure within the building. Similarly [67], also report that
compatibility and interoperability remain critical challenges for multiply systems.
4.3. DT for warehouse facility services
4.3.1. DT technological framework of case D
Case D was equipped with 37 sensors, 25 actuators, programmable logic controllers, and Wireless LAN to communicate within the
manufacturing system [68]. DT was implemented in the intelligent warehouse to test the efficiency increase (e.g., reduced set-up and
conversion time) when reconfiguring the manufacturing system to adapt to new market demands (e.g., produce urgent
customer-specific products). To do so, the efficiency of the flexible manufacturing system was evaluated by identifying and verifying
the sequence and duration of the reconfiguration process in each method (with and without DT). For the DT scenario, an architecture of
simulation interface, data acquisition interface, synchronization interface, and organizational and technical data was adopted. This
architecture was complemented by tools such as NX-Modeling and Line Designer to create digital models/platforms of the automated
system. The integration of data and different models into the DT generated by these various tools was considered the major task during
implementation, realized by standardized neutral exchange formats as stated in [69] and semantic technologies. Notably, the syn
chronization process was supported by the service-oriented architecture (SOA) interface of the product lifecycle management (PLM)
platform. On the other hand, the ‘without DT’ scenario applied the common reconfiguration process in the industry without the digital
counterpart, which requires manual behavioral analysis of the system, expert discussion, components ordering, physical set-up,
programming and test, and buffer time for error detection.
Compared with the normal approach (i.e., without DT), the evaluation results identified a reduction in time by 33% using the
anchor point method and DT in their standard process of reconfiguration system. In essence, the reconfiguration of the manufacturing
system can be effectively carried out using the intelligent warehouse underpinned by DT, and it can remove the different unwanted
processes in maintaining the manufacturing system. Nevertheless, there were many scenarios where the DT was unsuccessful,
particularly in detecting the wide variety of changes and faults when operating the system.
4.3.2. Evaluation of case D
Two scenarios of the intelligent warehouse were compared and contrasted to illustrate the function of DT in reconfiguring the
manufacturing system. When DT was applied to the intelligent warehouse in Case D, a total of 58.5 h could be reduced in a single
reconfiguration process. Specifically, the SOA interface and PLM platform permitted access to an assistance system, which helped
automatically detect the changes and apply the necessary conversion for the reconfiguration. As a result, 4.8 and 23 h are saved for
these two automations, respectively, because there was no need to analyze the existing system manually and ask for experts’ views on
the new configuration. More importantly, the virtual commissioning and simulation process automatically corrected faulty compo
nents during the modification and verification process. This way, the reconfigured system can produce products (e.g., model cars in
this case) that meet the clients’ needs without making mistakes. Therefore, the buffer time for error detection and production risk was
reduced, and the availability of the manufacturing system was increased [70]. also stated a similar evaluation of manufacturing
systems with DT application. In stark contrast, reconfiguring the manufacturing system without DT may require a repeatable process of
ordering components, testing, and error detection due to a lack of simulation, which can incur a minimum of extra 30.7 h. This was
because errors in products can only be found after the physical set-up was completed.
Unsurprisingly, the intelligent warehouse without DT required the system engineer to locate and correct the changes, which is
costly and time-consuming. For example, the components detected as faulty during the modification and verification process had to be
manually rectified before the operation process. This ‘time’ was further extended because each reconfiguration step within the ‘nonDT’ method took more time, and the additional step (e.g., expert discussions) was required. Furthermore, the production risk was
increased after the commissioning process due to the lack of a digital blueprint.
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4.4. Comparison of the cases
Table 2 presents a comparison of the four case studies. Some similarities and variances have been unveiled in understanding the
actual application of DT to FM activities in the O&M phase, indicating the representativeness of the case selection. As shown in Table 2,
DT was designed specifically for the O&M phase in Case B and Case D, while this was expanded to the front-end of buildings in Case A
and Case C. The extension of the application range (plan, design & build, and O&M) may explain the extra number of functions
supported by DT in these two cases. For instance, Case A showed the function of an automatic repair and maintenance request
management system, and Case C demonstrated the secure data gathering and processing through the DT-PLIM model.
However, one common feature is the realization of real-time data collection in all use cases, which provided a solid foundation for
other activities (decision-making, predictive maintenance, and cost reduction). Although the concept of real-time data is not new [42],
this study presented empirical evidence on the impact of this function on FM’s efficiency and performance. For example, with data
collected in this study, some ‘uncomfortable knowledge’ was acquired in Case B and Case D, where DT did not always guarantee
improved decision-making, predictive maintenance, or cost reduction. Similarly, an obvious cost advantage was not exhibited in Case
A and Case C, which may be attributed to the high investment that was yet to recuperate. It concurs with [71] that significant in
vestment has to be made in DT before its ‘power’ takes place. Nevertheless, more robust decision-making and better predictive
maintenance in Case A, Case B, and Case C were not negligible. To name a few, more than 10% reduction in faults and repair requests
and 1% less energy consumption every year were observed in Case A. Case B and Case C have uncovered the capability in future
performance prediction through the open data platform and optimizing FM systems by simulating multiple behaviors, respectively.
In sum, the impact DT technologies would have on the performance of FM in buildings was identified through the illustrative case
study approach. Reflecting on the advantages of the continuous lifecycle integration method using DT, it is more of managing the data
throughout the building lifecycle. This reinforces previous perceptional innovation about DT and can be used as a reference model for
other different types of buildings. However, the primary challenge of the case studies was identified as decision-making support for FM
managers and data planning and management over the different stages of the project. Furthermore, the ‘extract, transform and load’
workflow, one of the traditional methods of integrating data from heterogeneous systems, is still active in these use cases. It points out
that the advantages of DT implementation in data mining and creating possible solutions, as outlined by [72]; could be further
exploited during the integration process. Thus, a framework is needed to guide the better adoption of DT technologies if the aim is to
ensure DT is suitable and its purported benefits can be realized.
5. Conceptual framework of adopting DT for FM
The illustrative case studies, including hospitals, university buildings, and warehouses, were chosen to understand various tech
nological DT frameworks developed for the FM of buildings. Evidence captured in Section 4 supports that DT can ameliorate the
difficulties in real-time monitoring, predictive maintenance, decision-making, and cost performance. However, coupling with the
supporting DT functions is the duality of the challenges that impede its wider implementation. For example, the results in Case C
indicate the lack of standards and interoperability procedures. Therefore, the FM industry must establish a set of standards/guidelines
on security, data privacy, and interoperability [73]. Similar to Case A [74], contend that the threshold of minimum US$50,000 and
other cultural, ethical, and legal issues, discouraged the potential clients of DT applications. More importantly, DT was applied to these
use cases mainly to compare against the traditional approach (Case D) and/or resolve the emerging problems (Case A) while over
looking the suitability of DT and its long-term impacts. This may explain the shortfalls as manifested by this study. In other words,
there are fundamental issues that need to be fixed to accommodate DT. As [75] argues, both the skills of FM professionals at the
practical level and the theoretical contribution made by academics are required to address this. Hence, to make headways in tackling

Table 2
Comparison of the case studies.
Project

Case A
Case B
Case C
Case D

Application

Continuous life cycle integration
method using DT
Building DT (Framework aligning
with latest ISO standards and
Gemini Principles)
Product Lifecycle Information
management with DT
DT for the reconfiguration of an
intelligent warehouse
manufacturing system

Building asset life cycle

Real-time
data
collection

Decisionmaking

Predictive
maintenance

Cost
reduction

1–7

✓

✓

Δ

Δ

Yes

1, 2, 4-7

✓

✓

✓

⨯

Yes

Yes

1-4, 6, 7

✓

Δ

✓

Δ

No

Yes

1, 3–5, 7

✓

⨯

⨯

✓

Plan,
Design &
Build

O&M

Functions
supported

Yes

Yes

No

Note: a. ‘✓’ parameter fully reflected in the use case; ‘Δ’ parameter partially reflected in the use case; and ‘⨯’ parameter not reflected in the use case; b. Functions: 1. DT
management throughout the building lifecycle; 2. Data integration and information management to support decision making; 3. Various types of fault detection through
sensors in MEP systems; 4. Secured real-time static and dynamic data exchange between the virtual and physical model of the building; 5. Data gathering from different
types of equipment for maintaining a common data space and easier to access; 6. Predictive maintenance of the assets within the building; and 7. Automatic repair and
maintenance request management system for FM professionals.
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some of these barriers while reinforcing the capabilities, a conceptual bottom-up framework is proposed in Fig. 2 to facilitate the
implementation of DT in FM of buildings. Instead of focusing on the up-layer of the application directly, this framework dives into the
bottom perquisites that sow the soil for the successive data acquisition, processing, transmission and validation, model integration, and
application.
To start with, the essence of Gemini principles [50], the information management framework as per ISO 19650 series [76], and
open data format need to be conveyed to the clients and facility managers to support complex systems in the building and more
importantly the security of the system as their skills will ensure the smooth application [75]. In the architecture of data collection such
as COBie data, sensors, and IoT and data processing such as cleaning, structuring, and clustering, it should be noted that in the FM of
buildings: (1) a comprehensive plan based on the requirements of the building type and the engagement of the contractor from the
design stage can effectively generate the DT system; (2) appropriate data mapping with the as-built models and the physical envi
ronment should be chosen wisely as it will impact on the whole system; and (3) LOD of the as-built models should be decided before
using them on the DT application for fetching the required information for data processing of MEP systems.

Fig. 2. A conceptual bottom-up framework.
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Moving to a higher level is another important testbed in addition to the prerequisite verification, which examines the compatibility
of different data formats with the platforms supported by AI, blockchain, ML, etc., in the following model integration layer [ [12,36,44,
49]. Different platforms can generate different data formats [77], which causes the interoperability problem and offsets their benefits.
Having the testbed in place would ensure a consistent way of information exchange [78]. Such entrance check and middle inspection
will nip the problems in the bud and promote successful DT implementation in FM. Even in the case of ‘failure’ of the filters (e.g., the
bottom DT prerequisite layer and the middle layer of data transmission and modeling), the visual dashboard (i.e., data control center)
at the top level will feedback the problems such as incomplete monitoring data and interoperability issues to the downstream layers to
seek resolutions. This feeding mechanism, combined with the bottom-up structure, creates mutual interactions within the DT system.
By delineating a bottom-up view, FM practitioners can readily utilize this framework (Fig. 2) as a guide for action. It examines the
applicability of DT at the outset and ensures that surfaced FM problems can be timely addressed. Taking Case D as an example, the
potential of adopting DT to reconfigure the manufacturing system can be trialed by a compatibility test with the standardized
interoperability procedure, data security, and open data format as outlined in the preparation layer. In doing so, clients of the
intelligent warehouse are provided with a birds’ eye view of the future before inputting resources that may otherwise be futile. Equally,
with the sensors that have already been installed, the acquisition and processing layer can be seamlessly applied without investing
extra cost. In line with the nature of the manufacturing system, AI and ML embedded in the logic layer can be selected to make the most
use of the data generated from the iterative manufacturing process. This logic layer is flexible as it provides other alternatives (e.g.,
simulation engines and blockchain) to fit other building types according to their individual characteristics. Having rigorous prereq
uisite verification and process-based supporting layers in place, DT can be ultimately utilized to buttress FM activities such as energy
management, work orders management, and automatic fault prediction and rectification.
6. Conclusions and future work
The concept of DT has pervaded the routine of academics and practitioners in the AEC industry. However, empirical evidence on
the adoption of DT technologies is fragmented, particularly concerning the FM activities over the O&M phase. Addressing this gap and
establishing a connection between FM demands and technological advancements, this research used the illustrative case studies
approach to investigate the adoption of DT in the AEC industry, focusing on the role of DTs in the FM of buildings during the O&M
phase. Answering how DT technologies have been applied to FM in the O&M phase and what benefits have materialized shows
improved building performance and an increase in the efficiency of the MEP systems during the O&M phase. Specifically, real-time
data collection and monitoring (Case A, B & C) support FM professionals in the decision-making process (Case A), predictive main
tenance (Case B, C), and efficiency & cost reduction (Case A, B & D) are examined in terms of DT functions and their impact on the
O&M phase of the building. Therefore, based on the four representative use cases and by following the steps of the illustrative case
study approach, understandings are garnered on how DT can replace/or augment BIM and the traditional approach of FM and how it
can be more conducive to solving the issues related to FM in the O&M phase, such as real-time data collection, effective data man
agement and integration.
A conceptual framework is developed to address the challenges manifested from the line of inquiry, such as the loose integration of
BIM and FM models and their insufficient level of information within each component and the misalignment of the data integration
and data standards. It provides a bottom-up pathway for FM practitioners to consider DT implementation, including the prerequisites
before implementation, data acquisition from different sources, data processing, data transmission and modeling, model integration
layer with various intelligence tools, and application and data visualization layer. Furthermore, the implementation of DT using ML
and AI can increase the intelligence of the whole FM system and make a proper communication network between FM professionals and
the real-time status of the assets.
This research focused on analyzing empirical data based on four representative case studies to unravel the realistic situation of DT
application in the AEC industry. While findings may be restricted to the four cases, this paper collectively showcases the landscape of
DT implementation in buildings’ FM activities over the O&M stage and develops a pathway for practitioners’ guidance. It concurs with
[79] argument that content-dependent knowledge (e.g., the single case-study) can be more valuable than universal ones and, there
fore, is robust in stimulating scientific development. In this sense, the results presented here can instill confidence in practitioners’
future embark on DT technologies by showing their systemic impact rather than the piecemeal manner that pervades in the existing
literature. In addition, despite the problems identified, this study contributes to the emergent DT body-of-knowledge by proposing a
conceptual framework that can mitigate such problems and facilitate DT’s wider implementation in an era of digital construction.
6.1. Future work
The conceptual nature stimulates an avenue for future research to be conducted. One direction could lead to a validation system/
platform of the proposed framework to verify each layer to enhance the performance of the assets and cross-check each process to
maintain consistency throughout the building operations. Although there currently is a lack of a visualization platform for different
sets of parameters utilized in the case studies, real-time data visualizations in the data center will play a major role in better main
taining complex buildings and thus outperforming BIM [10]. Complementing the visualizations would require data mining and data
clustering techniques to dig more into the asset information as [11] argue that they can extract the useful data by omitting the
‘meaningless’ data stored in the system.
On the other hand, a data synchronization system/platform is necessary to continuously manage the most recent data after every
cycle. This can be supported by intelligent Industry 4.0 tools such as AI and big data analytics as envisioned in the DT logic layer of the
proposed framework [80]. have lauded their competitive strength in detecting the faults, automatically assigning work orders to FM
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managers, and increasing the quality of predictive maintenance function within the DT system. However, the transpire of the ‘blue
print’ calls for further interdisciplinary collaborations, particularly in computer science and communication for technical endeavors.
Equally important, we need to be mindful of the environmental issues associated with the proposed technologies as the building sector
has a high impact on global energy consumption and carbon emissions. Therefore, whether the technologies can play a role in tackling
this challenge should be emphasized as we cannot develop simulation systems, AI, ML, etc., indefinitely in complexity. Coupling with
the fast adoption of new technologies (e.g., DT), more attention should also be given to the cyber security implications (see, for
example, [81].
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